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For Carbon Pricing, the Only Way
Isn’t Necessarily Up
Recently there has been increasing convergence, particularly among various European think tanks, towards the
idea that the price of carbon is going to keep rising. They suggest that, in Europe, we are going to 150 euros a
ton, and then on to 350 euros a ton, and beyond. The Bank of England’s Breedon is the latest to warn companies
to be ready for 150 USD per ton prices in their scenarios.1
There are several reasons why this assumption is questionable. Simply looking at the long-term fundamentals of
the market, ultra-cheap renewable-based power is likely to drastically change the landscape of emission reduction
technologies across different sectors of the economy, regardless of a carbon price. It is the politics, however, that
pose the biggest challenge: the current enthusiasm for ever-rising carbon prices is driven by speculators and
financial investors betting on a market they are told by its own regulator can only go up.2 With their gains coming
at the expense of the European consumers, who pay carbon prices through their power bills, it is a scenario that
is hardy politically feasible.
In June 2019, we published an Autonomy Insight piece on carbon that discussed how we were thinking about
pricing in carbon emissions, talking through the many issues with a non-linear climate system.
Considering the material change in international ambitions and the corresponding change in the market since
the piece was published, we think it is time to update that work. Below is our most recent thinking on the current
state of the carbon market and where we believe we might be going from here.

State of the Carbon Market
As countries globally have become more focused on the emission targets they communicate to their own
electorate and to the world, carbon pricing mechanisms have come to the forefront of investor consideration.
The global picture on carbon pricing, however, is far from clear. Looking at the three global economic
powerhouses, the landscape is fragmented.
The E.U. has put carbon markets at the core of its climate strategy, and a tightening of the frameworks around
emissions credits scoping has become a political objective in Europe.
In the U.S., there is no clear backing yet for an explicit, nationwide carbon price, with policymakers preferring
regulatory and tax credit measures in order to mitigate the regressive nature of carbon taxes and markets on the
poor, who would pay more of their overall income on increasing power charges from higher carbon prices.
China has recently launched its own carbon market, but the prices and scope of the market are still limited and
have already generated an intense debate on the cost to the Chinese economy.3
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This fragmentation matters because without a common carbon price, trade partners need to protect their
domestic industry against unfair competition from countries that do not charge the same for carbon, leading to
expensive, administratively unwieldy, and possibly illegal trade barriers.

Welcome to the Climate Club
There is no more prominent figurehead in carbon economics than William Nordhaus, Nobel Prize winner and
author. His insistence on the need for a global price of carbon seems something worth thinking through.
Nordhaus has described the climate as a global public good, pointed out the free rider problem, and talked about
the social costs of higher emissions. He concludes that it is really only a harmonized (global) price of carbon that
matters or is feasible.4
In other words, the father of climate economics is saying that the market idea that European carbon is going to
the moon while ignoring other global carbon prices like California makes little sense in the long run. Expecting a
harmonized global carbon price in the near term, however, is not practical, but that must be the only direction
for policymaking in the longer term as the impact of carbon in the atmosphere is agnostic to its original source.
A multilateral climate club that is open to all, with a zero tariff for participants that agree to charge the same
domestic price for carbon, is a sound idea, but it comes with some caveats.


A transition period would require national carbon border price adjustments – but this is not an easy shift,
and it may come at a significant short-term cost in terms of higher domestic carbon prices along with
reduced trade and, potentially, growth.



Short-term costs are also likely to come from difficulties in implementation. Take, for example, the E.U.:
the implementation of such a system is subject to huge uncertainty and arbitrage. Bureaucrats are going
to tax imported products according to assessed carbon intensity and origin, but life is complicated and
there are bound to be immense areas for arbitrage and gaming within such a system because it is next
to impossible to know the true carbon content for a whole host of different products located in different
countries with variable carbon commitments and pricing policies.

A climate club is bound to be a mess if Europe tries to do this alone, and the higher their unilateral carbon price,
the more distortive the potential issues. It helps to have another major regional club member at least, and the
U.S. may be the most likely.
There is, however, a catch. The U.S. does not have a nationwide carbon price, is lukewarm on a cap-and-trade
system – preferring regulation – and will certainly not sign up for a very high carbon price at the outset.
Their reluctance will limit what Europe may be prepared to do unilaterally in the near term, whether we like it or
not, because the costs of continuing to be the only member of the club are high.
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Speculation and its Disconnects
Importantly, the issues with the current carbon market setup extend beyond the lack of global coordination. Take
the current design of the EU-ETS: while the almost inexorable mechanisms tightening the supply-demand balance
are clear, we see huge issues with some analyst forecasts for immediate very high carbon prices. Many of these
forecasts have little to do with fundamentals, or market design mechanisms; they have more to do with the
massive amount of speculative capital that has come into the European carbon market to date.
The number of positions held by financial actors has doubled this year.5 Berenberg has a target of 110 euros per
ton this year,6 based on the idea that we will run out of permits somehow, despite having an overhang in excess
of 5 billion euros worth of these permits in 2020.7
Of course, we may run out of permits in the future, but we may not. Bloomberg, on the back of a presumed
further tightening of emissions and expansion of included sectors come July, sees a potentially similar
trajectory.8
This is, at its core, a market where regulators determine the scope of the demand and set its supply – something
that makes it the ultimate political market. The politics of this market, however, as prices go up along with the
power bills of the European consumers, are heating up. Can Europe afford these inequal, immediate costs to its
poorer citizens? Can it politically afford another gilets jaunes?
This pathway of change we have embarked on may not be tenable, risking causing a delay to urgent climate
action. Meanwhile, with a multilateral club still far from existence, the California carbon system is trading below
20 USD per ton.

The Falling Costs of Renewable Energy Generation
Something else is afoot in the relative collapse of renewable energy prices vs. fossil fuel generation costs, a
dynamic which may have a significant downward impact on the long-term price of carbon.
The carbon market at its core is a mechanism to induce a gradual switch out of emission-intensive energy and
production methods into less emission-intensive alternatives, along a merit order from the cheapest to the most
expensive.
The base question, therefore, should almost always be “how much more expensive is low-emission vs. highemission?” Some years ago, the answer was “considerably more expensive” (see chart below on renewables costs
vs. fossil fuel costs). At this point, at least for power generation, the low-emission alternatives are cheaper,
increasingly even considering the additional cost for system stability.
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Levelized Cost of Electricity – Global Benchmarks
LCOE ($/MWh, 2019 real)
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Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF), 2H2020 LCOE Update. Chart modified by Autonomy Capital.
Note: The global benchmark is a country weighted-average using the latest annual capacity additions. The storage LCOE is reflective
of a utility-scale Li-ion battery storage system with four-hour duration running at a daily cycle and includes charging costs assumed
to be 60% of wholesale average power price. All LCOEs calculations are unsubsidized. In 2H 2017, BNEF did not publish any update.
Dashed green lines reflects derived LCOEs based on historic battery pack prices. Continuous green line reflects collected project data
from 2018.

In other words, the switch is going to happen anyway – for economic reasons – regardless of carbon pricing. So,
the idea that demand for emission permits will continue to be strong from utilities really reflects an assumption
around the switching time for our power system from fossil fuels to solar and wind.
It is true that the higher the carbon price is, the faster that switching can happen, and indeed we may have carbon
pricing to thank (at least partially) for faster adoption of renewables and their associated fall in cost so far. The
limit, however, is twofold:


First, it is the consumer who ultimately pays for carbon under the existing system, and we indicated
above that consumers may be paying too much for it at this point.
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Second, the financial health of utilities (and whether they can remain in business) is very far from assured
if the switching happens quickly. Some may survive the transition to being renewables-driven, but many
others may find their existing fossil fuel investments and infrastructure are rapidly loss-making.

The shift to renewables will create lower overall capacity utilization for existing fossil fuel generation systems,
with lower profitability and the potential to run at considerable loss once the switching gets going in earnest.
As the system shifts to cheaper renewables and reduces utilization of existing fossil generation capacity, solvency
problems will emerge, creating political issues again in terms of how to bailout (at least temporarily) socially
useful “backup” power systems that are financially nonviable in their own right.9
Our own view is that the power system will be overwhelmingly renewable within the next decade and a half, able
to accommodate deep renewable penetration, based purely on the relative economics of the different energy
systems. As a result, we think these solvency issues will appear soon.

System Thinking
The shift to renewables will have far-reaching consequences. Within a renewable power system, it is not clear that
EU-ETS pricing today should be based on expectations about how to decarbonize the hardest to abate industrial
sectors looking at today’s technology and processes. This is not only because it is unfair, as we saw above, but
because it really assumes that all else is unchanged.
Current projections for prices – despite knowing that a renewable power system will operate at a very low (if at
all positive) marginal price of electricity given excess capacity or redundancy in the system – assume that such a
system will not lead to different production processes in industry itself. In our view, that is hardly likely to be the
case.
Take steel as an example: with cheap, distributed, resilient and abundant renewable power, we may not produce
or need steel in the same way that we do today. With breakthroughs in material science proceeding at the rate
we currently expect, will we even produce steel?
Already we are seeing disruption happening at lightning speed in how we think about mobility – from EVs, to
autonomous vehicles, and to mobility as a service. While it is difficult, if at all possible, to get our head around
such complex changes in our economies and markets, past history tells us that they will likely be disrupted in
ways and through technologies that are difficult to imagine, let alone predict.

Many Roads Ahead
There are then a lot of uncertainties to think through and therefore a wide range of potential outcomes in terms
of carbon pricing. Currently, however, the market can see only one path.
Different scenarios may play out. One includes markets starting to discount the political and social consequences
of ever higher carbon prices. Another scenario may see our production systems becoming disrupted with
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technologies unleashed by the underlying economics of shifting power systems towards cheap renewables. And
we should also not ignore the possibility (inevitability?) of a more harmonized global or “club” carbon price in
the context of any single national policy. In these scenarios, the potential paths for carbon pricing are less clear.
Given all of this, what are the trades?
First, some caution might be warranted in any “one way” trade, especially with technology moving so fast.
Second, the focus on the European carbon market in isolation might give way to a broader focus on the potential
for various other carbon markets within a framework of a more harmonized agenda on global carbon pricing,
should it appear in the near future.
Finally, carbon prices are likely here to stay, with the ultimate global goal of removing CO2 from the atmosphere,
and, therefore, ultimately focusing on the marginal price for specific industrial processes and storage of
carbon. Our next piece will be on this subject, and – we hope – it will not be what you are expecting.
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This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation by Autonomy Capital (“Autonomy”) for the purchase or sale of interests in
any of its investment products or services. This document is for informational purposes only and not to be relied upon as investment,
legal, tax, or financial advice. Prospective investors should consult with their independent advisors as to the legal, tax or other matters
relevant to the suitability of an investment. The document contains forward and/or backward-looking statements regarding intent and
beliefs regarding current or past expectations of climate change and its potential impact on pricing of carbon dioxide emissions.
Readers are cautioned that such forward looking statements are not a guarantee of future performance, involve risks of uncertainties,
and actual results may differ materially from such statements because of various economic, political and/or market factors. The views
expressed are subject to change based on market and other conditions. Certain information discussed is based in part on assumptions.
No representations or warranties are made as to the reasonableness of such assumptions.
Any descriptions provided for in this document are for illustrative purposes only and there can be no assurance that Autonomy will be
able to implement its investment strategies in a similar manner or pursue similar transactions or be able to avoid losses. Any
categorizations, estimates, quantifications, sensitivities and other information contained in this document are substantially based on
estimated information, which may be inaccurate or incomplete and may not reflect the criteria employed by Autonomy to evaluate
exposure, risks, or trading strategies. As a result of these estimates, the information in this document is subject to material change.
Further, any such categorizations, estimates, quantifications, sensitivities and other information presented in this document are
unaudited and do not reflect adjustments that might result when closing the books for the period that includes the date of this
document. Any reference to specific investments is not intended to be and must not be relied upon as a recommendation to purchase
or sell such investments. All investments involve risk, including the loss of principal.
Statements herein are made as of the date of hereof, unless stated otherwise herein, and the information contained herein may not
be correct as of any time subsequent to such date. Certain information contained herein has been obtained from published sources
prepared by other parties and has not been independently verified by Autonomy, and Autonomy makes no representation that such
information is accurate or complete. The information herein is subject to change without notice. Autonomy has no obligation to update
any or all such information; nor do we make any express or implied warranties or representations as to its completeness or accuracy.
The information contained herein is provided on the basis of explanations, caveats and warnings set out in this document. None of
Autonomy, and any personnel, or agents of any of the foregoing shall be liable for any errors (to the fullest extent permitted by law)
in the production or contents of this document. As used herein, all reference to “dollars” or “$” refer in all cases to U.S. dollars.
Notwithstanding any of the discussion contained herein, the following factors should be considered in assessing the points made in
this document: 1) Climate scientists vary widely on their estimates of future warming and natural systems’ responses to an increase in
temperature. 2) There is uncertainty on the pathway of future emissions that may alter this analysis. 3) The pace of technological
change and the ultimate price point of CO2 extraction may reduce the cost estimates for reducing atmospheric CO2. 4) Not all
geographic areas may experience the same degree of climate change; some areas may experience local cooling while others warm
dramatically. The geographical location of extreme weather events may also vary. 5) Governments and sovereign entities may or may
not enact policies and may or may not react to potential climate change in the way that we would expect which may lead to more
extreme weather, or changes in weather and pricing of assets different from our expectations. 6) Investments related to climate change
are a developing asset class subject to both developmental and regulatory uncertainty. As such, these investments may be riskier, less
liquid, more volatile and more vulnerable to economic, market, industry, regulatory and/or other changes than more established
markets. Investment themes related to climate change are relatively new, untested and developing. Unlike the established markets,
the market for climate-related investments has limited trading and operational history. There is no assurance that a highly liquid
market will emerge or be sustained for investments related to climate change. The liquidity of the market for climate change
investments will depend on, among other things, the supply and demand of such investments, the commercial and speculative interest
in the market for such investments, and the overall influence of climate change on financial markets. The price of climate change
related investments has been, and may in the future be, subject to periods of high volatility. 7) Finally, Autonomy has limited
experience related to climate change analysis given it is an evolving/emerging topic.
Autonomy Capital (Jersey) Limited, in its capacity as general partner to Autonomy Capital (Jersey) L.P. (registered in Jersey, number
89144) and Autonomy Capital Research Two Limited (registered in Jersey, number 109785), are regulated by the Jersey Financial
Services Commission (“JFSC”) for the conduct of Fund Services Business. Registered Office for Jersey entities: 2nd Floor Conway House,
7-9 Conway Street, St. Helier, JE2 3NT, Jersey, Channel Islands. Autonomy Capital Research LLP is authorized and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England, number OC303616. Registered Office: 110 Bishopsgate, Floor 34, London, EC2N
4AY, United Kingdom. In the United Kingdom (“UK”), the issue or distribution of this document is being made only to, or directed only
at: (i) investment professionals within the meaning of Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion)
Order 2005 (the “FP Order”) or Article 14 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Promotion of Collective Investment Schemes)
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(Exemptions) Order 2001 (the “PCISE Order”); (ii) high net worth companies and certain other entities falling within Article 49 of the FP
Order or Article 22 of the PCISE Order; or (iii) persons to whom this document may be provided pursuant to Section 4.12 of the Conduct
of Business Sourcebook of the UK Financial Conduct Authority (together, “relevant UK persons”). This document must not be acted or
relied upon by persons who are not relevant UK persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is
available only to relevant UK persons and will be engaged in only with relevant UK persons.
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